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 Leading Outside Your Authority 
 

By BH Tan                                                                                                              Thu 30th Jan’ 20          

 

In today’s fast-changing and dynamic business environment, the ability to influence others 

without relying upon positional authority is vital to leadership success. The days of managers getting 

people to do what they want them to do simply by virtue of their position in an organization are long 

gone. More and more companies are achieving global scale, embracing flatter management and 

matrix reporting structures that reduce traditional hierarchies and utilize cross-functional teams.  

Leaders need to find more effective ways of securing buy-in and commitment than simply resorting to 

formal authority that is linked to their titles. 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In regional, and indeed global business teams, tensions frequently erupt when financial numbers are 

below budget. Sometime ago a regional business leader found himself mired in a conflictual 

relationship between his country managers and the director of supply chain. A couple of country 

managers attributed their poorer results to delays in order fulfillment by supply chain.  

 

It was the typical silo thinking in action. These country managers viewed their responsibilities as 

defined by their circle of control. Outside this was an area of ambiguity that involved overlapping 

responsibilities with other stakeholders. In such a fluid situation, they simply lacked the power to drive 

their agenda. Hence it was up to their boss to sort things out with the head of supply chain.   

 

In contrast, another country manager who was also facing the heat to raise her team’s performance 

embraced a higher perspective. She intuitively accepted that as a senior leader she had to stretch 

herself beyond her circle of control. Operating within a self-imposed and imaginary cocoon of control  

would be self-defeating in this complex and inter-connected world. At her pay grade, she had to lead 

outside her authority: work interdependently with her peers to resolve company-wide challenges. And 

that was what she applied herself to. In the months ahead, she and her team made great strides in 

spite of challenging market dynamics.  
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To be an effective influencer, leaders need to develop strong relationships, establish their credibility, 

and learn about the goals, priorities and values of others to form the basis for future influencing 

strategies. Good leaders understand that laying this foundation is critical to influencing in business, 

making it possible for them to convince people to change their behaviors, consider new options, or 

support new initiatives. In general, these requests are more likely to be followed when leaders know 

how to adopt and tailor six key principles of persuasion as follows. 

 

1. Relationship 

Put yourself in the shoes of an individual or a group of people whom you are trying to influence. Why 

should they be open to you and your suggestions if they don’t know you? What if you first try to 

establish a relationship with them, get to know them and share about yourself in a sincere and patient 

way? In other words, slow down in order to speed up. As human beings, it is natural for us to be more 

willing to give a listening ear to someone whom we know than someone who is a complete stranger to 

us. Therefore instead of communicating through emails, arrange to talk to each other face-to-face if 

possible. The second option is to do a video call. The third is to have a phone call.  Before the call, 

find out about the other parties’ needs, priorities, constraints and working style. 

 

Do also remember that if we come across as genuine, cooperative and open-minded, it will help us to 

build rapport. Make it a point to keep in touch on an on-gong basis. Building relationship is not a one-

shot event.  

 

2. Common Ground 

It's easier to build consensus when people share common goals although everyone may have 

different ideas about how to achieve their KPIs. A common purpose serves as a foundation for 

negotiation and cooperation. Appealing to these goals will make any influencing strategy far more 

effective. 

 

If you are a member of a leadership team, chances are there has already been much discussions 

about the overall company’s objectives. If these have been well defined with every leader providing 

inputs, they will form the basis of a common ground for collaboration. 

 

3. Credibility 

People are more likely to take a request seriously if they respect the expertise or integrity of the 

person making it. Someone with a track record of success or a reputation for honesty and 

professionalism will generally find it easier to use influencing strategies effectively. Their voice will be 

heard during critical conversations. 

 

4. Reciprocity 

Let’s be practical. Everybody is busy and overloaded with work. We are all short of time and there are 

countless requirements from many stakeholders pulling us in various directions. But all of us will treat 
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our KPIs as our highest priority. In deciding what to focus on, we will invariably do what is in our best 

interests, i.e. meet our KPIs, or bring us benefits. This is the WIIFM (What’s in it for me?) motive. 

 

Therefore we need to ask ourselves what will interest the other persons most. In gaining their 

cooperation, be mindful of the “You scratch my back, I’ll scratch your back” mindset. As an example, 

you may write an email thanking your colleague in another part of the world for delivering the product 

that is key to meeting a crucial customer need. Do copy her boss on this email. She has bent 

backwards to support you because she is committed to customer-centricity. 

 

5. Network 

At work and in life, we need to network widely. By having connections in the right places, we may be 

able to call upon influential people who can be of help to us. If we are well connected, people whom 

we are seeking help from may notice it as well. The human mind works this way: “As he knows so 

many influential persons in our company, it is better for me to be more co-operative.”  A word of 

caution: we should not go around flaunting our connections. It can backfire on us.  

 

6. The Right Influence Strategy 

While there are many influencing strategies, four stand out as most effective when attempting to 

influence without authority. 

 

• Reasoning. Use logical arguments and factual evidence to explain why a  

task is necessary. 

• Connect emotionally.  Appeal to the person's values and ideals. Create  

enthusiasm by sharing why this piece of work will further the interest of the company. 

• Collaborating. Ask, and listen actively, for inputs and suggestions to  

improve the quality of your proposal and gain buy-in. 

• Helping each other. Reduce the difficulty of meeting your request by offering  

to provide relevant resources or assistance. Be willing to compromise.  

 

Being able to influence without authority is the sine quo non for effective leadership. Diverse ideas 

and opposing needs will continue to proliferate and multiply. Such pluralism makes for a vibrant and 

innovative culture. But it can also lead to dysfunctionality. Leaders need to be willing to step outside 

their authority to co-create a workable solution in the midst of complexity and conflict. 
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